Carningli
Short Walks

DISTANCE:
- Carningli lower slopes - 1.5 miles (2.4 km)
- Carningli lower slopes (short) - 1.0 miles (1.6 km)

PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
None

COUNTRY CODE!
- Enjoy the countryside and respect its life and work
- Guard against all risk of fire
- Leave gates and property as you find them
- Keep your dogs under close control
- Keep to public paths across farmland
- Take your litter home
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**Carningli**

**Short Walks**

**Public transport:** None.

**Carningli lower slopes**

**Distance:** 1.5 miles (2.4 km)

**Grid ref:** SN068376

**Character:** Obvious moorland paths, great views, some minor road walking.

No stiles or steps. Uneven natural surface, gradients.

From car park walk back down road and at fingerpost turn left, in direction of finger, and walk up narrow path. At fingerpost continue more or less straight on. Where path forks, take either path (they merge further on) and aim for fingerpost in distance. At fingerpost turn sharp left on to path going uphill, to the left of the top of the mountain. Stay on obvious path, ignoring smaller side tracks (although this is access land and you could wander at will). In places where the path seems to fork, always take the larger of the two paths. On reaching a crossing with path going down to car park, continue straight ahead (yellow arrow on stone) on path, staying more or less level now. On reaching a fence, turn left on to downhill path. Just before reaching road, turn left at fingerpost and at waymark post turn right back down to car park.

**Carningli lower slopes (short)**

**Distance:** 1.0 miles (1.6 km)

**Grid ref:** SN068376

**Character:** Obvious moorland paths, great views, some minor road walking.

No stiles or steps. Uneven natural surface, gradients.

From car park walk back down road and at fingerpost turn left, in direction of finger, and walk up narrow path. At fingerpost turn sharp left on to path going uphill, to the left of the top of the mountain. Stay on obvious path, ignoring smaller side tracks (although this is access land and you could wander at will). In places where the path seems to fork, always take the larger of the two paths. On reaching a crossing with path going down to car park, turn left and follow obvious path back down to car park.